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Preamble:
The original article was first published in German language, representing the default version.
(Link here). No responsibility or liability is assumed for the content, correctness,
appropriateness or accuracy of this translation. This promotional article is in no way a
purchase (buy) or trade recommendation for the bespoken financial instruments! The target
group for this article translation are English-speaking readers residing in Germany.
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TUDOR GOLD IS A RARE M&A GOLD ACQUISITION-TARGET FOR ANY OF THE
MID-TIER AND LARGE CAP GOLD PRODUCERS!
How many tens of million ounces of gold will be found on this 17,913 hectare
project in Canada's Golden Triangle?

+++
Treaty Creek Project: The 17,913 hectare concession area is right in the heart
of the Golden Triangle
+++
There are at several high potential exploration targets on the property: e.g.
Goldstorm amd Perfectstorm
+++
Treaty Creek is currently the hottest project in British Columbia – there
maybe 10, 20, 30 or even 60 million ounces of gold in the ground?!
+++
At Seabridge Gold's directly adjacent KSM project a few kilometres away,
more than 100 million ounces of gold have been delineated in all resource
categories so far.
+++
Take advantage of the current consolidation in gold and this world-class
explorer for a strategic investment!
+++
Steady news flow expected over the next few months: Various results from
the ongoing drilling program and the publishing of a maiden resource
estimate should put this premium developer on the buying radar of all TOP 25
gold producers! It is still not too late to get positioned in the company!

Dear Readers,
we all know the saying “a picture is worth a thousand words”. This metaphor stands for the
added value of images over text alone. It refers to the fact that complicated facts can often be
explained very simply with a picture or a representation and a picture usually has a stronger
impression on the viewer than a long text.
The extremely bullish technical picture of gold and selected gold stocks can be seen
particularly clearly by viewing a chart (see below). We strongly believe, the gold sector has
been in a cyclical upward trend (secular bull market) for several years, which is characterized
often by brief, intermittent price setbacks (consolidations).
And after these consolidations, bullish outbreaks often lead to rapid rallies of 20-30% in gold
or several hundred percent in top gold stocks such as Tudor Gold Corp. (WKN: A2AJ7Y,
Frankfurt: TUC / TSXV: TUD).

The healthy price consolidation in gold is over - the current breakout should
led gold towards USD 2,150 / 2,200!

Source: Stockcharts.com

In this environment, Tudor Gold shares could quickly reach the next chart price
levels of CAD $ 4.00 / 4.50 and then at CAD $ 5.00 / 5.50!

We have already explained in more detail in previous articles that shares of
Tudor Gold have one of the greatest gold leverages (2019: 12.6) vs. the gold
price in the precious metals sector!

This year the leverage was meanwhile at 15.2 - that means in time of a gold
price increase of 1%, the share price of Tudor Gold could even gain up to 15.2%.
You normally get such leverages only in the options market, where you fight
time time decay.

Based on a conservative leverage of 8, we made simulations where the Tudor
Gold share sahre price could be headed, if the price for one ounce of gold
rises towards USD 2,200 in the next few weeks or months:
We came up to a hypothetical price target of CAD 6.22 (102.6% price gain) for
the Tudor Gold stock.

And strong fundamental arguments underpin this massive chart-technical upward trend in
the gold price:
•
•
•
•

The devaluation race of fiat currencies in order to stimulate national exports;
Global expansion of central bank balance sheets and the trend towards re-inflation
erode the monetary value. Gold is the ideal hedging instrument here;
Gold has proven its tradition and track record for several thousand years as a globally
recognized medium of exchange and a store of value;
Gold can be used as a portfolio diversification asset;

A downright explosive technical situation is looming here - during the last
bullish outbreaks, shares of Tudor Gold have risen quickly 100-200%!

Quelle: Stockcharts.com

With an investment in Tudor Gold you are betting on a unique gold story and
have the best chance of achieving a significant outperformance compared to
the gold price!

Smart investors and traders often execute an good tradeplan: In bull markets,
they often buy dips (at corrections) – and therefore building up positions in
strong stocks.
In bear markets, they typically sell positions into strength (which means, the
reduce positions).

Precious metals and selected companies from the sector are within a strong
bull market right now!

We are thrilled about the extremely successful 2020 exploration program
from Tudor Gold (WKN: A2AJ7Y, Frankfurt: TUC / TSXV: TUD) so far !!!

The world-class explorer and project developer has already announced some
absolutely spectacular results in the last few months: e.g.
1. Drill hole GS-20-65: 1.161 g/t Gold Eq over 930 meters including 2.12
g/t Gold Eq over 348 meters;
2. Drill hole GS-20-75: 0.741 g/t AuEq over 1152 meters including 1.561
g/t AuEq over 121.5 meters;
3. Drill hole GS-20-73: 775.5 meters averaging 0.932 g/t Au Eq including
an interval of 1.506 g/t Au Eq over 229.5 meters;
4. Drill hole GS-20-68: 793.15 meters averaging 0.561 g/t Au Eq;
5. New Major Discovery at the “Perfectstorm” drilling target: Tudor Gold
discovered an additional gold-bearing mineralization structure on the
Treaty Creek project called “Perfectstorm PSZ”!
The results of the first three drill holes on "Perfectstorm PSZ" are really
impressive and a good start for additional step-out drill in the future:

1. PS-20-01: 133.5 meters averaging 0.594 g/t Au Eq.
2. PS-20-02: 151 meters averaging 0.621 g/t Au Eq.
3. PS-20-03: 220.5 meters averaging 0.402 g/t Au Eq.

The second largest shareholder after the founder and CEO of Tudor Gold,
Walter Storm, is the highly successful and legendary mining investor Eric
Sprott. In the "Sprott Money News Weekly Wrap-up" show, which appears
regularly on Fridays, he regularly speaks about trends, his observations and
news from the precious metals sector and companies in which he has invested
or has on his watch list.
Eric has spoken a number of times about his strategic investment in Tudor
Gold. So recording from September 25, 2020 (link here).

Source: Youtube, Interview as of September 25, 2020 /

Quote from the interview with Eric Sprott on September 25th, 2020:
„Ken is a wonderful geologist… and he's the guy that has the feet on the ground
and he's a very good spokesperson for that deposit. I know that there's a belief
that this could be one of the biggest deposits in the Americas and i certainly
concur with that if you look at the size of the deposit, the depth of the holes. I

think they had one that went down to 1,140 meters oh my god…that's
incredibly large, so I am pretty certain, we're going to be hitting multiples of
tens of millions of ounces there.“

As a side note: Tudor Gold attended the virtual Beaver Creek Precious Metals
Summit in September and gave a powerful presentation. We are sure that the
market participants have not yet fully realized the full extent and potential of
the Treaty Creek project as of yet!
Tudor Gold has several extremely promising drill targets on the project.
'Goldstorm' alone has a conceptual exploration target of at least 1 billion tons
of rock, which, depending on the average grade of ore, could mean potentially
20-35 million ounces of gold. And the gold mineralization begins near the
surface, which supports the case for a future “super open pit”.
The most important thing: The Treaty Creek project can be connected to the
existing infrastructure in the region with little (cost) effort. The next highway
is only about 20 kilometres away. There is no need to build an expensive and
complex tunnel to connect the deposit to an infrastructure.
Please take a look at the presentation from Ken Konkin, P.Geo., Vice President
for Project Development at Tudor Gold: (Link here)

Source: Tudor Gold Corp.

This year's exploration program of Tudor Gold includes 40,000 meters of
drilling - we expect a steady flow of news over the next few months.

Source: Tudor Gold Corp.

Market watchers expect Tudor Gold will announce the largest gold deposit
discovery in North and South America over the past 10 years will be found on
Treaty Creek!
We are sure: Canadian exploration history will be written in this camp /on this
property!

Source: Tudor Gold Corp.

Tudor Gold is your winning lottery ticket in this dynamic precious metal bull
market and a first-class M&A takeover target by larger gold producers!
Don't miss the opportunity.

For all new readers, we have briefly put together some background
information on Tudor Gold:
Tudor Gold is a precious and base metal exploration company with properties in the 'Golden
Triangle' of British Columbia, an area of producing or past producing mines and several large
deposits near potential development. The 17,913 hectare Treaty Creek project (in which Tudor
Gold has a 60% interest) is bordered to the southwest by Seabridge Gold Inc.'s KSM property
and to the southeast by Pretium Resources Inc.'s Brucejack property The company controls
100% of the 'Electrum' project. In addition, Tudor has 'earn-in' options and is 100% involved
in other projects in the 'Golden Triangle'.
From the southwest corner of the Treaty Creek claims bordering Seabridge Gold’s concession
areas, the Sulfurets Thrust Fault leads from the Seabridge Iron Cap deposit to the Tudor Gold
Goldstorm system. The 'Goldstorm' zone is located five kilometers northeast of Seabridge's
'Iron Cap' deposit.

The "Golden Triangle" region is one of the productive gold regions in Canada over 145 million ounces of gold and over 50 billion pounds of copper have
already been found in the immediate vicinity by the world-class explorer Tudor
Gold!

Source: Tudor Gold Corp.

Top Facts & Highlights about Tudor Gold Corp:
✓ Prime location: Huge land package in the famous Canadian 'Golden Triangle' region more than 145 million ounces of gold and 50 billion Pounds of copper have already
been discovered within a few kilometers to Treaty Creek.
✓ The flagship project 'Treaty Creek' is right next to the largest world-class deposits and
mines. (Seabridge Gold and Pretium Resources)
✓ Extremely promising project portfolio with over 35,518 hectares of concession areas,
spread over four projects.
✓ Treaty Creek' is close to good infrastructure: the nearest road and power line are
only around 20 km away.
✓ There is running water all year round on Treaty Creek - this is an important
requirement for future mining operations.
✓ Excellent geological location of the acquired land packages in mining-friendly British
Columbia, Canada.
✓ Top Management - Very experienced and successful team under the leadership of
the renowned Walter Storm, co-founder of the Canadian mining company Osisko
Mining. Ken Konkin, a multi award-winning geologist, has led the drilling program
since 2019. He was instrumental in the discovery of Pretium Resources 'The Valley of
Kings’ deposit.
✓ World-class drill results at flaggship project ‚Treaty Creek‘: e.g.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drill hole GS-20-65: 1.161 g/t AuEq over 930 meters including 2.12 g/t AuEq
over 348 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-75: 0.741 g/t AuEq over 1152 meters including 1.561 g/t AuEq
over 121.5 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-57: 0.845 g/t AuEq over 973 meters including 1.40 g/t AuEq
over 217.5 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-64: 0.983 g/t AuEq over 550.55 meters including 1.482 g/t Au
Eq over 154.5 meters;
Drill hole GS-20-73: 0.932 g/t AuEq over 775.5 meters including 1.502 g/t Au
Eq over 229.5 metres;
Drill hole GS-20-68: 0.561 g/t AuEq over 793.15 meters;
Drill hole GS-19-42: 0.849 g/t AuEq über 780 meters including 1.275 g/t Gold
Eq over 370.5 meters within the 300 horizon zone;
Drill hole GS-19-47: 0.697 g/t AuEq over 1,081.5 meters including 0.867 g/t
AuEq over 301.5 meters within the 300 horizon zone;
Drill hole GS-19-52: 0.783 g/t AuEq over 601.5 meters including 1.062 g/t Au
over 336.0 meters in the the 300 horizon zone;
Drill hole GS-19-48: 0.793 g/t AuEq over 927.0 meters;
Drill hole GS-19-49: 0.800 g/t AuEq over 826.5 meters including 1.080 g/t Au
over 249 meters;

✓ Enormous exploration potential – most parts of the exploration projects are still
largely unexplored. There are several high potential exploration targets on Treaty
Creek (Goldstorm, Copper Belle, Perfectstorm, Eureka and Orpiment).
✓ Tudor Gold's concession areas have the potential to be in the two-digit millions of
ounces of gold area.
✓ Tudor Gold is a prime M&A acquisition target.
✓ Strong support for the 'Tahltan First Nation': Signing of a commitment and
communication agreement.
✓ Clear vote of confidence - as of October 23, 2020, close to 50% of the shares were in
the hands of CEO and company founder Walter Storm (31.8%) and commodity star
investor Eric Sprott (18.1%).
The stock is on the buying radar of countless gold investors - everyone is waiting for more
news flow from the 2020 drilling season in the next few weeks and months!
The company plans to publish an initial NI-43-101 resource in the coming months.

Information about Tudor Gold Corp:
Name: Tudor Gold Corp.
Equity-Ticker Germany: TUC
Equity-Ticker Canada: TUD.V
Last stock price in Germany (Frankfurt): € 2.32
Last stock price in Canada: CAD $ 3.07
ISIN: CA89901P1071
WKN: A2AJ7Y
With speculative greetings,
Jörg Schulte

Risk information and disclaimer: We expressly point out that we do not accept any liability for
the content of external links. Every investment in securities is fraught with risks. Due to
political, economic or other changes, there can be considerable price losses. This applies in
particular to investments in (foreign) small caps as well as in small and microcap companies;
Due to the low market capitalization, investments in such securities are highly speculative and
involve an extremely high risk up to the total loss of the invested capital. In addition, some of
the stocks presented by JS Research UG (limited liability) are subject to currency risks. The
background information, market assessments and securities analyzes published by JS

Research UG (limited liability) for the German-speaking area were prepared in compliance
with the Austrian and German capital market regulations and are therefore intended
exclusively for capital market participants in the Republic of Austria and the Federal Republic
of Germany; other foreign capital market regulations were not taken into account and do not
apply in any way. The publications by JS Research UG (limited liability) are for informational
purposes only and expressly do not represent a financial analysis, but are promotional texts
of a purely advertising nature to the companies discussed in each case, which pay a fee for
this. There is no consulting contract between the reader and the authors or the publisher
through the purchase of the JS Research UG (limited liability) publications. All information and
analyzes do not constitute a solicitation, an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell
investment instruments or for other transactions. Every investment in stocks, bonds, options
or other financial products is subject to - in some cases considerable - risks. The editors and
authors of JS Research UG (limited liability) publications are not professional investment
advisors!!! That is why it is essential that you always seek advice from a qualified specialist
(e.g. your house bank or a qualified advisor you trust) when making investment decisions. All
information and data published by JS Research UG (limited liability) come from sources that
we consider to be reliable and trustworthy at the time of preparation. However, no guarantee
can be given with regard to the correctness and completeness of this information and data.
The same applies to the evaluations and statements contained in the analyzes and market
assessments by JS Research UG (limited liability). These were created with the necessary care.
Any responsibility or liability for the correctness and completeness of the information
contained in this publication is excluded. All statements of opinion made reflect the current
assessment of the author, which can change at any time without prior notice. No guarantee
or liability is expressly assumed that the price or profit developments forecast by JS Research
UG (limited liability) will occur. Information on conflicts of interest: The editors and
responsible authors hereby declare that the following conflicts of interest with regard to the
Tudor Gold company discussed in this publication existed at the time of publication: I. Authors
and the publisher as well as consultants and clients related to them do not hold any shares at
the time of publication in Tudor Gold and reserve the right to sell these at any time and
without notice or to take new positions in Tudor Gold. II. Authors and the publisher and client
as well as consultants closely related to them have a consulting mandate with Tudor Gold at
the time of publication and receive payment for this. The authors and the editor know that
other stock market letters, media or research firms are reviewing Tudor Gold shares during
the same period. Therefore, during this period of time, information and opinions are
generated symmetrically. This publication by JS Research UG (limited liability) is expressly not
a financial analysis, but a publication of a very clear and clearly promotional character on
behalf of the company under discussion and thus to be understood as an advertising /
marketing message. According to §34 WpHG I point out that Jörg Schulte, JS Research UG
(limited liability) or employees of the company do not hold any shares in Tudor Gold and
continue to buy or sell their own businesses in the shares of the companies presented at any
time (e.g. long or short positions) can. We expressly point out a conflict of interest.

